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Seasons Greetings ....   Monday Morning .... Low-Mid-30s  ...Some 
Grower Pals  
       from several areas in Michigan sent me Photos of serious Snow this 
WeekEnd.  
There's Lots of Pink in the Ridge Area ....  but also some Late-T.C.-Early-
Open-Cluster in those spots where the Avg-Temp has seemingly stayed in 

the 30s      or felt that way...     ... 
         Saturday AM was indeed the worst hit of very MuchTooCold... Pretty 
bad Fruit-Bud-Mortality is being widely reported...of course with varying 
degrees of severity based on Varieties...  Some areas Reporting 23*F~ 
24*F~ 25*F.....  which typically translates a remaining average Crop 
Potential of 5% - 15%...Average...as we consider all Varieties and 
Locations...   
         Many Folks are diligently checking their various Rescue-
Efforts....  and as I look at this mornings 33*F...and tomorrows early 
morning TooCold forecast, I think it makes sense to wait and take a 
serious look Thursday--Friday---as the Wednesday-Onward-Morning-
Forecasted Lows are all supposed to be close to 50*F ...or Higher....??? 
         And....Keep in mind that as we look at Damaged-Fruit-Buds... the 
aborted-damaged portion may not tell us the whole story..?? They will not 
look much different today-tomorrow... but in a Week--10 Days, we should 
be able to easily see that some are still Growing and some are not.    
         Alicandro is telling his Guys to plan on another 1 Pt-Ac-Perlan in 
Bloom...   Those N.Y. Guys have had the same ColdCrap we have...  but 

they seem kinda optimistic still...???       
 
**** Kudos 27.5WDG will be even more important now where we are 
pretty-much-almost sure there is Weather-Related-Crop-Reduction .... 
Those Trees will be naturally wanting to spend energy on Shoot Growth 
when there is only a small percentage of Fruitlets to support. We will be 
doin a 3-5 oz-Ac-at Pink...and then 3 oz-Ac every week for total-5 Apps. 
 
**** Gotta Plan on Some Fruit ....  We do really need  to proceed with 
Expectations of a serous Volume of Fruit that we will of course need 
to bring to market as Best-Quality as we can...   Remember to get your 
Calcium in the Tank Now-Pink... with your Kudos ....  
Our Fave Choices --   MainStay-S.I......   RidgeCAL-BPC.....   FoliCAL..... 
All great Cost-Effective Calciums that we watched Tank-Mixing 
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with Kudos last Season...all Thumbs-Up... Use Big Rates on Honeys. 
        I am seriously anticipating that Some Old-Timers ....Guys even 
older than me..... will be telling you to expect a 40% or more of a 
Full-Crop...  and if N.Y. is also having a serious Crop-Reduction....  It 
then kinda follows ..historically...  that the Per-Bushel-per-Lb-
Pricing will be worthwhile... 
 
**** Q & A ...  Stay with Label... I'd be doin 10 oz-Acre PermUp 

... Dont know why E-154 says 8 oz      ... ?? 
You are allowed 20 oz-per-Season...So...Do 2 - 10 oz-Apps....  Thats 
about $4.40 cents per-App..?? Of course Im using that....No 
Brainer... 
 
**** Good Point ....This Harsh-Crazy-Cold discouraging 
Weather ....???  
      These Trees...Leaves and Fruit Buds....   All need serious 
coddling. 
They are currently Xtreeem Stressed.... 
Later this week... as they get acclimated to more Normal-Weather-
Treatment...   
Consider another VitaZyme and maybe a touch of GreenFeed-27 
...like only 1-2 Qts....  and Look at your Supreme and/or Oxycom 
Calcium ... Any-All the Above that relieve these abrasive Stress 
Issues... 
         And hopefully you have your ZincRush or TriplexZinc...and 
your BoronXtra or TriPlex Boron in your Strategy---in the Tank-
Mix-Plan... 
And... Important ..... 
If someone delivers a Bulk-Spreader full of old-fashioned-
traditional-N-P-K-Plus-Micros-Granular-Blend, call them 
immediately and ask them to come and pick it up. Ya gotta stop the 
bleeding. That minuscule 2-3-4% of actual Nutrition that you 
actually do get out of that Blend will get you Soooo many UnWanted 
results....  seriously emphasizing discouragement.  
 
Keep Your Chin Up.....   Better Days Comin.... 
               Praying Gods Blessings on Your Week.... 
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